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Abstract
Nowadays, single-chip cache-coherent multi-cores up to
100 cores are a reality. Many-cores of hundreds of cores
are planned in the near future. Due to the large number
of cores and for power efficiency reasons (performance
per watt), cores become simpler with small caches. To
get efficient use of parallelism offered by these architectures, applications must be multi-threads. The POSIX
Threads (PThreads) standard is the most portable way
to use threads across operating systems. It is also used
as a low-level layer to support other portable, sharedmemory, parallel environments like OpenMP. In this paper, we propose to verify experimentally the scalability of shared-memory, PThreads based, applications, on
Cycle-Accurate-Bit-Accurate (CABA) simulated, 512cores. Using two unmodified highly multi-threads applications, SPLASH-2 FFT, and EPFilter (medical images noise-filtering application provided by Phillips) our
study shows a scalability limitation beyond 64 cores for
FFT and 256 cores for EPFilter. Based on hardware
events counters, our analysis shows: (i) the detected scalability limitation is a conceptual problem related to the
notion of thread and process; and (ii) the small per-core
caches found in many-cores exacerbates the problem.
Finally, we present our solution in principle and future
work.
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Introduction

Since ten years ago, the processors manufacturers
reached physical limits concerning clock frequency and
heat dissipation [4]. They turn today to multi-cores.
Nowadays, multi-cores are common [15, 13] and singlechip cache-coherent multi-cores up to 100 are a reality
[3, 8]. Many-cores with hundreds to thousands of cores
are planned in the near future [10]. In the case of singlechip many-core, the bus interconnect, which becomes a
bottleneck, is replaced by Network-on-Chip (NoC) interconnect like a bidirectional ring in Intel MIC architec-

ture [1] or a 2D-mesh in Tilera architecture [8]. Both of
these two industrial architectures are cache-coherent and
they have backwards compatible Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) which makes their adoption easier by the
software industry.
As the number of cores becomes large and for power
efficiency reasons (performance per watt), cores become
simpler each with its own CPU, FPU, TLB and L1/L2
caches. These per-core caches become relatively small
with low associativity. This emphasizes the cache (TLBI, TLB-D, L1-I, L1-D, L2) locality problem caused
by a potentially higher miss rate. The traffic of the
cache miss from one level might cause an interconnect
and several cache-levels traversal with potential cachecoherence traffics. This impacts both the performance
(more latency) and the power consumption (energy by
moved bit). To get efficient use of parallelism offered
by many-cores, applications must be multi-threads. Due
to per-core small caches, a thread’s working set has to
be small and this can be achieved by decomposing a big
working set among several threads, ideally, until it meets
per-core cache size. As a result, performance driven
applications should be significantly multi-threads. The
POSIX Threads (PThreads) is the most portable way to
use threads across operating systems. It is also used
as a low-level layer to support other portable, sharedmemory, parallel environments like OpenMP.
In this paper, we propose to verify experimentally the
scalability of shared-memory PThreads-based applications. In particular, we investigate the effect of small
caches on the scalability of single, multi-threads, sharedmemory, applications to resolve a given problem using the biggest set of core allocated by an operating
system. To this end, we did our experimentation using a full-system Cycle-Accurate-Bit-Accurate (CABA)
simulation. In this accurate full-system simulation we
used: (i) TSAR1 a clustrized, cc-NUMA, many-core ar1 TSAR
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Figure 1: (a) TSAR clustered architecture with 2D-Mesh
NoC; (b) A cluster of TSAR which contains: a localinterconnect, up to 4-cores, Network-Interface (NIC) to the
NoC, Memory-Cache, multi-timers, 4-channels DMA and an
Interrupt Control Unit (ICU).

chitecture configured to 512-cores; (ii) ALMOS (Advanced Locality Management Operating System), a new
research operating system which we develop targeting
cc-NUMA many-cores; and (iii) two unmodified sharedmemory, highly multi-threads applications: SPLASH-2
FFT [5] and EPFilter (a medical images noise-filtering
application provided by Phillips). Our study shows a
scalability limitation beyond 64 cores for FFT and 256
cores for EPFilter. Based on hardware events counters,
related to per-core L1 and TLB caches (instructions and
data), our analysis shows: (i) the detected scalability limitation is a conceptual problem related to the notion of
thread and process; and (ii) the small per-core caches
found in many-cores exacerbates the problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the experimental testbed and workloads, while Section 3 presents: (i) the experimental results including the speedup measurement; (ii) the detected scalability limitation and its analysis; and (iii) the
description of the conceptual problem behind it. Section
4 describes our solution in principle, while Section 4 reviews related work. The conclusions and future work are
presented in Section 6.
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Testbed and Workloads

Our experimental evaluations are done using a cycleaccurate full-system simulation. In this section, we first
describe the TSAR many-core and its CABA simulator.
Then, we present the ALMOS operating system executed
by the TSAR simulator. Finally, we present two evaluation workloads used in this experiments.

2.1

TSAR (Tera Scale ARchitecture)

TSAR [2] is an homogeneous, cc-NUMA (cachecoherent Non Uniform Memory Access) many-core architecture. It consists of up to 1024-clusters interconnected by DSPIN (Distributed, Scalable, Predictable, Integrated Network) a 2D-mesh NoC [18]. This homoge-

neous many-core has some common properties with a
recent industrial many-core [8] such as small L1 cache
size, distributed L2 caches, the choice of 32-bit cores,
and the usage of 2D-mesh NoC with X-First wormhole
packet-routing. Figure 1 illustrates TSAR clustered architecture.
A cluster of TSAR contains up to 4-cores, each of
which has its own CPU, FPU and L1 separated (instruction and data) physical cache with MMU. The shared
physical address space is 1 TB (40 bits physical address). It is distributed among clusters each of which
is a home-cluster of its corresponding segment. The
physical memory segment, homed by a given cluster, is
accessed and cached by a specific per-cluster controller
named Memory-Cache. The Memory-Cache can be seen
as L2-cache with a coherence-directory and a memorycontroller to access the cluster’s memory segment via a
separate and dedicated NoC. Each L1 can read and write
to any cache-line of physical memory. If the requested
physical address belongs to the core’s cluster, it is a local
request and the local Memory-Cache handles it. Otherwise, the request is a remote one and it is routed via the
NoC to the target cluster. The target cluster is determined
by decoding the MSB bits of the requested physical address.
In TSAR, cores can be of any simple RISC type. That
is, a single-issue, short pipeline without any branch predictor nor out-of-order execution. TSAR memory subsystem is independent of cores type and there is a defined interface between the TSAR L1-cache and the used
core. Each L1 has its own MMU with separated (instructions and data) TLBs. In order to be independent from
core choice, the TLB MISS are handled by a hardware
table-walk. TSAR page tables have two-levels where
two page sizes are supported (2 MB and 4 KB). The
coherence of L1 caches and their TLBs is guaranteed
by a distributed directory based cache-coherence protocol named DHCCP (Distributed Hybrid Cache Coherence Protocol). If a given L1 writes to address X, the
write is propagated (write-through strategy) to the home
Memory-Cache of X cache-line. If the cache-line is not
shared (references counter equal to 1) then the write is
done. If the cache-line is shared with N L1-caches,
then the write is blocked by the Memory-Cache until it
takes the appropriate action. It sends a multicast-update
command to L1-caches if N < λ , othwise it sends a
broadcast-invalidate command to all L1-caches. The size
of the cache-line is 64 bytes. An L1 can issue one to four
words of 32bits in one write request. A cache miss issued
by an L1 is always one cache line size.
TSAR architecture is prototyped with a CycleAccurate-Bit-Accurate (CABA) SystemC [12] based
simulator. This simulator is able to do accurate fullsystem simulation starting from reset interrupt. The

drawback of such an accuracy is the simulation time
(2000 simulated cycles per second). At the command
line, the simulator takes the X and Y widths and the number of cores per cluster. It supports up to 256 clusters
(16x16) and provides up to 12 MB of per-cluster physical memory.

2.2

ALMOS

ALMOS stands for Advanced Locality Management Operating System. It is a new research operating system that
we develop targeting cc-NUMA many-core with hundreds of cores. The locality of memory access impacts
directly both the scalability and the power consumption.
The main challenge is to enforce the locality of memory access made by threads of parallel applications. Although the locality enforcing needs a fine management
of hardware resources (mainly cores and physical memory), ALMOS aims to hide the hardware topology and
its resources management to applications. This allows
POSIX shared-memory, parallel applications as well as
legacy applications to benefit from performances offered
by many-cores. ALMOS is a UNIX-like, POSIX compatible operating system. It currently has a fairly complete C library, a math library, a fairly complete PThreads
library and the GNU OpenMP run-time. The kernel of
ALMOS has the primordial subsystems related to tasks,
virtual memory and files management. The PThreads implementation has a native support from the kernel and it
has 1:1 threading model as in Linux. In this experimental study we use ALMOS for three reasons: (i) it is optimized and naturally available for TSAR; (ii) we have
a fine control on its kernel and its behavior is fully predictable; and (iii) it has a similar threading model and
implementation as a more complete and mature sharedmemory operating system like Linux.

2.3

Evaluated Workloads

In order to evaluate the scalability of shared-memory,
highly multi-threads single-application on 512-cores we
selected two HPC-class applications: SPLASH-2 FFT
and EPFilter. The choice of these applications is motivated by: (i) the need for scalable parallel applications
allowing us to avoid the applications quality question in
case of an abnormal results; (ii) the need for All-to-All
inter-threads communication scheme that stress the NoC
and various caches including TLB-I, TLB-D, L1-I, L1-D
and Memory-Caches (L2); and (iii) feasibility - we need
applications with relatively small execution time as we
do an accurate full-system simulation.
Both applications are written in C and use PThreads.
The FFT program is a complex, one-dimensional version
of the ”Six-Step” FFT described by Bailey et al. [5]. The

Figure 2: FFT and EPFilter Speedup, the number of cores is
on x-axe.

EPFilter is an industrial medical image noise-filtering
application provided by Philips. It consists of applying a convolution filter of 201x35 pixels on an image
1024x1024 pixels of 2-bytes. The application uses 4
memory-mapped regions. One of them is used to map the
image file, while the other three regions are used as intermediate buffers where a pixel is extended on 4-bytes.
FFT process 262144 (M=18) complex doubles.
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Experimental results and analysis

Our TSAR configuration are as follow: (i) core type is
MIPS32; (ii) L1-I and L1-D are each of 16 Kb, 4-ways;
(iii) TLB-I and TLB-D are each of 16 entries, 4-ways;
(iv) Memory-Cache of 256 Kb, 16-ways; and (v) Mesh
of 8x16 = 128 clusters. This configuration is the same for
all discussed experiments. Figure 2 shows the speedup
measurement for FFT and EPfilter applications during
their parallel phase. As we can see, the FFT is facing a speedup limitation beyond 64 cores while EPfilter speedup limitation comes beyond 256. It is important to recall the communication scheme of these two applications before further scalability investigation. FFT
has an All-to-All communication scheme in which each
thread reads intermediate results of all other threads before starting a new processing phase. EPFilter has the
same scheme of communication but each thread writes
each filtered pixel to other threads. Another point is how
threads and physical memory placement is done in ALMOS. Threads are pinned to cores with one thread by
core. When a thread faults on a virtual page, ALMOS
allocates the requested physical page from the thread’s
cluster with a granularity of small page size (4 KB). Following this policy, all writes done by a core will be local for FFT, while in EPFilter, all reads will be local
(except for some global variables). Finally, both of the
evaluated applications are data-parallel where the parallel phase consists of several processing phases which alternate with global synchronization phases. The slower
thread will determine the duration of the parallel phase.

Figure 3: FFT histogram of remote cache-related requests re-

Figure 4: EPFilter histogram of remote cache-related requests

ceived by clusters. Clusters as labeled by their coordination in
the mesh. The requests number is shown on the x-axe. Requests are sorted in descending order.

received by clusters. Clusters as labeled by their coordination
in the mesh. The requests number is shown on the x-axe. Requests are sorted in descending order.

3.1

Figure 3 shows a reduction of per-cluster payloadrequests by a factor of 1.9 while the number of cores is
multiplied by 4. In the other hand, the overhead-requests
increased by a factor of 2.55. The treatment of the
most of overhead-requests is done by the Memory-Cache
(L2) of the cluster (0,0). The result is a serialization
of overhead-requests treatment and therefore a speedup
limitation. Figure 4 shows a reduction of per-cluster
payload-requests by a factor of 2.57, while the number of
cores is multiplied by 2. Although the overhead-requests
increased by a factor of 1.38, their treatment still serialized, mainly on clusters (0,0) and (0,1). Figures 3 and 4
show that the communication scheme of FFT application
(remote RDs, local WRs) and EPFilter (remote WRs, local RDs) is as expected, which indicates that the physical
pages mapping various data used by both applications are
well placed by ALMOS. The speedup limitation in both
applications is due to the fact that the overhead-requests
are centred on one or two clusters which become a bottleneck.

Events Counters Measurement

In order to investigate the reason behind the detected
speedup limitation we used TSAR hardware events counters related to its various cache requests. The inspected events are: L1 data miss (RD), L1 instruction
miss (INST), L1 writes (WR), TLB data miss (DTLB)
and TLB Instruction miss (ITLB). As described in section 2.1, the physical address space is distributed among
clusters. The Memory-Cache of a given cluster can be
seen as the only server of cache-lines homed by its cluster. Thus, in order to verify if the scalability limitation
is caused by a physical pages allocation/placement mismatch, we focused on remote memory related requests
issued by remote cores to each Memory-Cache.
Figures 3 and 4 show histograms of cache-related remote requests received by each cluster. The requests are
sorted in descending order. All absent clusters in each
histogram, have the same requests details as the last one
listed. Each figure shows two requests histograms corresponding to the last two points in the scalability diagram of FFT and EPFilter shown in Figure 2. The
first histogram of each figure corresponding to the lastscalability-point, that is, the cores number beyond which
the speedup reaches its limit (64-cores for FFT and 256cores for EPFilter).

3.2

Scalability limitation analysis

We classify the five instrumented requests in two
categories: payload-requests and overhead-requests.
Payload-requests are RD and WR, while overheadrequests are INST, DTLB, ITLB. By payload-requests,
we designate requests issued by a core upon the processing algorithm executed by its thread (RD and WR). The
overhead-requests are needed only to enable a thread to
progress and continue processing its data.

3.3

Scalability Drawback of Threads

The overhead-requests are mandatory and cannot be
eliminated. DTLB and ITLB are related to the notion
of paginated virtual address space. Moreover, their number is proportional to cores number. More threads implies more cores (true parallelism) thus more overheadrequests. The small size of caches in current and future
many-cores exacerbates the problem because the rate of
requests is inversely proportional to cache size. A virtual address space is related to the notion of a process.
All threads of a given process share the same virtual address space. In a multi-threaded program, the process
(representing an image of a program in execution) is just
a resources container. The execution is defined by another entity which is a thread. In order to reduce the la-

tency of DTLB and ITLB requests, the page tables have
to be replicated on several memory banks, except that
these page tables are unique for each process. Therefore,
we cannot replicate them. Distributing them on different memory banks will reduce the latency of related miss
but it will not resolve the problem. If there are multiple threads sharing the same segment of virtual address
space, say 2 MB, all TLBs miss of all cores running these
threads will request the same last-level page table and so
it will be a serialization point. However, the first-level
page table is looked up by all TLBs miss requests and
It is also another serialization point. We have the same
problem with physical pages mapping the program’s instructions (INST miss requests). They can be replicated
only in per-process bases, while they are shared by all
threads of the same process.
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Our solution in principle

We seek a software solution that resolves the detected
scalability limitation and provides a cc-NUMA optimized implementation of PThreads. By its conforming to
the PThreads interface, it will be compatible with current
shared-memory programming paradigms and it can be
reused in other shared-memory operating systems. Our
solution in principle consists of introducing the notion of
a task as a hybrid notion between thread and process. A
task is a thread with its own virtual address space. The
virtual address space of a task is partitioned mainly in
three regions: (i) per-cluster shared region; (ii) global
shared region; and (iii) per-task private region. The existence of per-task virtual address space enables the kernel to replicate the page tables and program instructions
per-cluster bases. By mapping the global region at the
same virtual address between all the process’s tasks, the
kernel gives the illusion of a single, shared virtual address space in a transparent manner to the application.
All inter-tasks shared data like .bss, .data program sections and dynamically allocated memory (malloc) can be
shared as usual. A task can do a private dynamic allocations in its private region without causing any contention
with other tasks. The kernel can use the per-task private
region to provide a dynamic stack. ALMOS replicates its
kernel in each cluster and as the kernel code is mapped
in per-process bases, threads cannot benefit truly from
this replication because of their share of process page tables. Thus, when a thread executes a kernel code, all
instruction miss will be redirected to the unique cluster
containing a kernel replica mapped in the process’s virtual address space. This will be not the case with tasks
thanks to per-task virtual address space in which the kernel page tables can set to refer to local kernel replica in
task’s local cluster.
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Related work

As the best of our knowledge, we are the first to establish a speedup-limitation causality between the effect of small caches found in current and future singlechip many-cores and the notion of threads sharing the
same virtual address space as their process. However, prior work exists that attempts to improves performance of application based on the cache misses information [20, 22, 21]. TLBs are critical to processor performance [6, 14, 16] and hardware solutions exists [6, 9]
to reduce miss traffics. These solutions were proposed
to current multi-cores with large transistor budget percore where in the current and future many-cores caches
will be small. Big physical pages can be used to reduce
DTLB and ITLB miss requests [19]. This can reduce
the number of TLB entries used for a memory-mapped
region. In the other hand it can cause a physical memory waste and it is less flexible for an operating system
to manage the memory protection. Using big physical
pages is also less flexible in placement strategies as a big
page is located in one location, while small pages can
be interleaved on more locations. Also, on demand page
migration is more expensive for a big pages compared
to small ones. They can cost I/O performance drawback [19]. Using big physical pages do not reduce the
instructions miss requests. In Corey [11], the authors argues in favor of breaking of the UNIX/POSIX abstraction by (among other things) exposing the management
of process’s virtual address space to programmers of user
applications. This is done by allowing programmers to
explicitly control a kernel data-structure, named address
range, so they can control the partitioning of the global
virtual address space of a process. The goal of this approach is to improve the performance of page-fault handling and page tables modifications (TLBs shootdown).
This technique has been used in Barrelfish [7] to construct a shared virtual address space between distributed
entities named dispatchers. A dispatcher is an execution unite in user-mode and it is managed by cpu upcalls
which is used in Psyche [17]. Both of these systems do
not present their techniques in relation with TLBs and
instruction misses latency in a many-core. As it is mentioned in the section 2.1, the TLBs coherence is insured
by the hardware cache-coherency protocol so there is no
need to any TLBs shootdown mechanism. Our analysis
is based on cache (data, instruction and TLBs) miss traffics and our evaluated HPC-oriented applications are not
sensitive to pages-faults performance related drawbacks.
The performance drawback caused by pages-faults and
TLBs shootdown are not relevant for a large number of
HPC-oriented applications where each thread touches its
data in the initialization phase and all threads are synchronized before starting the parallel processing phase.

Although our study argues also in the favor of reconsidering the process’s virtual address space, we arrived to
this conclusion from a completely another way by analyzing the cache misses traffics and their relation to the
notion of threads and a process. Our solution introduces
a third sharing level (by cluster) and addresses the problem of remote instruction miss traffics by replicating the
code of applications by cluster basis. Our approach does
not break the UNIX/POSIX interface as the management
of a task’s address space is done by the kernel in a transparent manner and the user-land (programmers, libraries
and run-times) has no knowledge or control on it. This
is a very interesting and suitable property as it insures a
PThreads compatibility and do not requires any modification for the existent applications.

[8] B ELL , S., AND AL . Tile64 - processor: A 64-core soc with mesh
interconnect. In Solid-State Circuits Conference, 2008. ISSCC
2008. Digest of Technical Papers. IEEE International (feb. 2008),
pp. 88 –598.
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[9] B HATTACHARJEE , A., AND AL . Shared last-level tlbs for chip
multiprocessors. In HPCA (2011), IEEE Computer Society,
pp. 62–63.

Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented an experimental evaluation of the scalability of two shared-memory, highly
multi-threads, applications, on 512-cores based manycore. We have identified a scalability limitation beyond
64 cores for the SPLASH-2 FFT and 256 cores for EPFilter. Based on hardware cache-related events, our analysis has shown that: (i) the detected scalability limitation is due to the treatment serialization of TLBs and instructions miss requests and not to data physical pages
miss-placement; (ii) the traffics of these miss requests
are proportional to threads number; and (iii) the problem
behind the scalability limitation is related to the notion
of thread and process where a virtual address space is
unique and defined per-process bases and it is shared between all process’s threads. Moreover, the many-cores
tends to use small per-core caches which exacerbates the
problem as the traffics of the cache miss requests are inversely proportional to its size. In order to reduce the
latency of TLBs and instruction related miss requests,
we have proposed a solution in principle to resolve the
detected scalability limitation in software. This solution
aims to provide a NUMA-optimized implementation of
PThreads interface for many-cores and it is articulated
around the notion of the task as a new kernel hybrid entity between thread and process. We are currently implementing this solution in ALMOS and our preliminary
evaluations are promising and indicate the pertinence of
this solution.
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